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The reproducible operation of quantum electronic devices is a key requirement for future quantum information pro-

cessing and spintronics applications. Traditionally quantum devices have been fabricated from modulation doped het-

erostructures, where there is an intrinsic lack of reproducibility due to the random potential from ionized donors. Here

we show that we can greatly improve reproducibility over modulation doped devices by using a completely undoped

architecture, with superior uniformity in the confinement potential and more consistent operating voltages for both

electron and hole devices. Our results demonstrate that undoped heterostructures have significant advantages over

modulation doping for reproducible manufacturing of quantum devices.

Quantum electronic devices such as quantum point con-

tacts (QPCs) and quantum dots have generated significant re-

search interest for applications in spintronics and quantum in-

formation processing, due to the potential for electrical spin

control1–6. These devices may form the building blocks of fu-

ture quantum circuits, such as a qubit array based on a large

number of identical quantum dots using QPCs as charge sen-

sors. To achieve large scale manufacturability, it is critical to

first establish reproducibility, such that each component in an

integrated circuit has identical operating parameters.

Traditionally modulation doped structures have been used

for quantum electronic devices due to the ease of fab-

rication. However, the background electrostatic potential

from randomly distributed ionized donors greatly reduces

reproducibility7,8. This intrinsic variability can be avoided by

utilizing completely undoped structures, whereby the charge

carriers are confined at a hetero-interface by applying the ap-

propriate bias to a metallic top gate9–12. These structures have

many advantages including improved mobility13, improved

thermal cycling properties14, and as we will show here, much

superior reproducibility of quantum transport properties.

A quantum point contact, which is a narrow 1D chan-

nel linking two 2D reservoirs, is the simplest type of gate

defined quantum device, making it ideal for the study of

reproducibility7,15,16. We begin by asking the question: If

several identical devices are made on the same wafer, do they

exhibit the same behavior? To investigate this, we fabricate

18 nominally identical QPCs on modulation doped and un-

doped wafers, and look at the gate biases required to define

and pinch off the 1D channels. We also examine the conduc-

tance quantization and uniformity of the electrostatic potential

inside the QPC channel, as well as reproducibility under ther-

mal cycling.

For comparison, we also investigate reproducibility in hole

QPCs. Hole quantum devices based on III-V semiconduc-

tor systems have attracted a lot of recent interest due to their

a)Electronic mail: Alex.Hamilton@unsw.edu.au

complex spin properties arising from the strong bulk spin-

orbit interaction in the valence band17. Hole systems there-

fore offer the ideal platform for electrical spin control, and

could potentially be utilized for hole spin qubits for quantum

computation18–21. Hence, establishing reproducibility in hole

devices may be of equal importance to electron devices.

Starting with the electron devices, we fabricated

several identical QPCs on a modulation doped (100)

GaAs/AlGaAs wafer (W0191) and a completely undoped

(100) GaAs/AlGaAs wafer (W805). Fig. 1 shows a schematic

of the two wafer structures. In both heterostructures,

the two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) is formed at a

GaAs/AlGaAs interface 90nm below the surface. In the case

of the undoped wafer, a 30nm oxide layer is deposited on

the GaAs surface, followed by an overall topgate. A positive

bias (VT G = 1.20V ) is applied to the topgate, to induce the

2D electron system. The 2DEG in these wafers have the

same electron density (n = 1.8 × 1011cm−2), with mobili-

ties of µd = 2 × 106cm2V−1s−1, µu = 4 × 106cm2V−1s−1

for the doped and undoped wafers respectively. The

background impurity densities in the undoped wafer are

NbAlGaAs
≈ 1.6 × 1014cm−3 and NbGaAs

≈ 6 × 1013cm−3 22.

The QPCs are defined by depositing split gates on the wafer

surface, patterned using electron beam lithography. The

QPCs have lithographic dimensions 200nm long and 300nm

wide (see SEM image in Fig. 1d).

From each wafer, three separate devices were fabricated,

each of which had four QPCs, for a total of 12 QPCs. Three

of the QPCs on each wafer did not show characteristic 1D be-

havior, possibly due to fabrication errors, leaving 9 nominally

identical QPCs for each wafer structure. Electrical measure-

ments were carried out at 4K in a liquid Helium cryostat, us-

ing standard ac lockin techniques. The conductance of each

QPC was measured as a function of split gate voltage VSG and

compared to assess reproducibility.

We now turn to the results. Figs. 2a and 2b show con-

ductance traces from 18 QPCs, 9 fabricated from the modu-

lation doped wafer and 9 from the undoped wafer. Since the

2D electron density and the lithographic dimensions of the

QPCs are identical for both wafers, both sets of QPCs show
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FIG. 1. a) and b) show schematic diagrams of the wafer structures

for the undoped and n-type modulation doped wafers respectively.

c shows an optical image of the completed device on the undoped

wafer, and d shows an electron microscope image of one of the QPCs.

the same number of one dimensional modes (10) before reach-

ing the definition point Vd , where there is a transition to the 2D

regime. However, it is evident that the undoped wafer shows

noticeably less variation between different QPC traces.

In order to compare and assess the reproducibility of both

wafer types in detail, we look at two aspects. Firstly, the op-

erating characteristics (including pinch off voltage and defi-

nition point), and secondly, the conductance trace as a whole

including the quantum transport features are compared.

The inter-device reproducibility is quantified by calculating

the spread of a parameter x, defined by:

Spread = σx/x (1)

where σx is the standard deviation and x is the mean. We

begin by looking at the conductance at which the 1D channel

defines, Gd , since this is a measure of the electrical width of

the channel. Using eqn. 1, we find that spread of Gd is 8.6%

for the doped wafer, compared to a considerably improved

4.7% for the undoped wafer.

To quantify the gate bias reproducibility, we look at varia-

tion of the pinch-off voltage Vpo, and the definition voltage Vd .

Here, simply using the spread as defined in eqn. 1 is not ap-

propriate, as the gate voltage range of the conductance traces

are larger for the undoped wafer than the doped wafer due

to the additional capacitance of the overall top gate. Hence

for comparing gate voltages, we instead use a relative spread

given by:

Relative spread (Vpo) = σVpo/(Vd −Vpo) (2)

Relative spread (Vd) = σVd
/(Vd −Vpo) (3)

Using the 9 values of Vpo and Vd for the doped wafer in

eqn. 2, gives a relative spread for Vpo of 11.2%. Repeating

FIG. 2. a) and b) show conductance traces of 18 QPCs from modula-

tion doped and undoped wafers, with the operating parameters Vpo,

Gd and Vd labelled. c) and d) show the conductance of the first few

subbands after offsetting to remove the effect of variation in Vpo. The

undoped wafer shows excellent reproducibility of quantum transport

properties with all nine QPCs showing virtually identical conduc-

tance plateaus, risers and even 0.7 feature.

the calculation for the 9 values from the undoped wafer yields

6.7%. Similarly, using eqn. 3 we find a relative spread for

Vd of 2.3% for the doped wafer, and 1.7% for the undoped

wafer. The undoped wafer shows an improvement over the

doped wafer in all three operating parameters.

Now we compare the conductance trace as a whole, as well

as the quantum transport features, which demonstrates the

most significant advantage of undoped wafers over modula-

tion doped wafers. To begin, we consider the transconduc-

tance gain ∂G/∂VSG which we take as the slope between Vpo

and Vd . We calculate the spread in ∂G/∂VSG using eqn. 1

giving a value of 16% for the 9 modulation doped QPCs and

only 5% for the undoped QPCs. This marked improvement in

the reproducibility of the conductance is even more apparent

in the quantum transport features of the lower 1D subbands.

Figs. 2c and 2d show the conductance of the first few sub-

bands for the modulation doped and undoped wafers respec-

tively, where each trace for a given wafer has been offset in

gate voltage to highlight variations in the conductance fea-

tures. The data from the modulation doped wafer in Fig. 2c

do not show good reproducibility of the conductance features,

with considerable variation in the plateau structures. This in-

dicates that the potential inside each QPC is quite different de-

spite the identical lithography. In contrast, all 9 conductance

traces from the undoped wafer (fig. 2d) show virtually iden-

tical behavior, with the plateaus and risers between plateaus

occurring at almost exactly the same gate voltage.

Furthermore, the conductance quantization is clearly supe-
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FIG. 3. Conductance traces of three QPCs from the modulation

doped wafer a) and the undoped wafer b) on two successive cool

downs. The different QPCs have been offset vertically for clarity.

The modulation doped wafer shows random variations upon thermal

cycling (indicated by the black arrows), while the undoped wafer

shows more consistent behavior.

rior in the undoped wafer with the 9 QPCs showing between 4

and 7 visible plateaus at integer multiples of 2e2/h, compared

to between 1 and 3 plateaus for the QPCs on the modulation

doped wafer. It is also significant that even the 0.7 anomaly23

(indicated by the arrow in Fig. 2d) does not show any vari-

ability across the 9 undoped QPCs. It is known that the 0.7

feature is strongly dependent on the potential profile of the

QPC16,24–26. Despite this high sensitivity to the local poten-

tial, the 0.7 feature in all of the undoped QPCs are essentially

identical, suggesting that the confinement potential in the un-

doped wafer must be extremely uniform. This also confirms

that small lithographic variations in the surface gates defining

the QPCs have a negligible effect, and do not play a role in

QPC variability.

We also investigate reproducibility under thermal cycling

for both wafer structures. Figs. 3a and 3b show the conduc-

tance traces of three QPCs on the modulation doped and un-

doped wafers measured on two successive cool downs. The

solid and dotted lines show the traces obtained on the first

and second cooldown respectively. The modulation doped

QPCs show a random change after thermal cycling with Vd

and Vpo moving up and down in voltage for different QPCs,

as shown by the black arrows in Fig. 3a. This is likely related

to the random redistribution of ionised donors upon thermal

cycling14,27. In comparison, the QPCs on the undoped wafer

show a smaller and more systematic movement, with all QPCs

drifting in the same direction towards a more positive voltage

after thermal cycling.

Overall, compared to the modulation doped structure, the

undoped structure shows much improved reproducibility of

electron transport properties, with smaller variations in the op-

erating voltages, superior thermal cycling properties, and con-

ductance features that are extremely reproducible to a degree

not possible with modulation doped structures.

We now show that the same principle can be extended to

fabricating improved hole based devices. The lack of re-

producibility in modulation doped electron devices is exac-

erbated in modulation doped hole systems, making the fab-

FIG. 4. conductance traces of several hole QPCs from a) modulation

doped and b) undoped wafers. c) and d) show the conductance of

the first few subbands with the traces offset to the same pinch off

voltage. For hole systems, the disparity between modulation doped

systems and undoped systems is enhanced further.

rication of stable hole quantum devices difficult28–30. Here

we demonstrate that by using the same undoped architecture

shown in Fig. 1a, we can also fabricate hole QPCs with

superior reproducibility to doped structures. For compari-

son we also use a modulation doped hole system (W1071)

with a similar structure to that shown in Fig. 1b, but with a

carbon doped layer replacing the Si doped layer to achieve

p-type doping. Ohmic contact to the 2DHS is made using

AuBe, instead of AuGe/Ni used for the electron systems.

For the undoped wafers, a negative bias of -1.25V is ap-

plied to the topgate, to form a 2D hole system (2DHS) at

the GaAs/AlGaAs interface. The 2DHS in these wafers have

a 2D hole density of p = 1.8× 1011cm−2, and mobilities of

µd = 2 × 105cm2V−1s−1, µu = 4 × 105cm2V−1s−1 for the

doped and undoped wafers respectively. We again fabricated

several identical QPCs on both the modulation doped and un-

doped wafers. The hole QPCs were measured at T=250mK

in a He3 cryostat since 1D behavior cannot be observed at 4K

for the hole devices (due to the smaller 1D subband spacing

arising from the large hole effective mass).

Fig. 4 shows conductance traces for (a) 9 modulation doped

QPCs and (b) 7 undoped hole QPCs. It is immediately evident

that the modulation doped hole QPCs show extreme variabil-

ity despite identical fabrication, while the undoped hole QPCs

are far more reproducible. We quantify the variability in the

hole QPC parameters using the same method as for the elec-

tron QPCs. Using eq. 1, we find that the modulation doped

hole QPCs have a large spread of Gd of 44%, versus 10.5%

for the undoped hole QPCs. Then using eq.2, the doped hole

QPCs have a relative spread for Vpo of 37% versus only 8%
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FIG. 5. Summary of spread of operating parameters for the modu-

lation doped and undoped electron and hole QPCs. Shorter bars are

better. The values for Gd and ∂G/∂VSG are calculated using eqn. 1.

The values given for Vd , Vpo are a relative spread, calculated using

eqns. 2 and 3. The undoped structures show superior reproducibility,

particularly in the case of hole systems.

for the undoped QPCs. Fig. 5 summarises all the operating

parameters for all electron and hole QPCs on the undoped and

doped structures.

Furthermore, the modulation doped hole QPCs have drastic

variability in conductance features, as shown in Fig. 4c, sug-

gesting that the potential varies considerably between QPCs.

There is a large spread in the conductance slope ∂G/∂VSG of

28% for the 9 modulation doped QPCs. In the case of un-

doped holes (Fig. 4d), the overall conductance features are far

more reproducible, with a spread of only 10.5% in the slope.

We also note that the quality of the conductance quantization

is very different between the two types of devices. Only 1

of 9 doped hole QPCs shows a plateau at 2e2/h and none at

4e2/h, whereas 6 of the 7 undoped hole QPCs show a plateau

at 2e2/h and 4 of these also show a plateau at 4e2/h.

Finally, comparing the electron and hole QPCs on the un-

doped structure, we see that the electron QPCs have slightly

improved reproducibility of operating parameters as shown in

Fig. 5, and noticeably improved visibility and reproducibility

of quantum transport features (Fig. 2d vs Fig. 4d). This may

be evidence that there are more background impurities ionized

in a p-channel device than in an n-channel device, consistent

with the findings of Chen et al.12. We also note that hole de-

vices may be more sensitive to minor differences in potential

due to the smaller energy scale as a result of the larger effec-

tive mass.

In conclusion, we have shown that quantum devices based

on undoped heterostructures show significantly improved re-

producibility compared to devices fabricated from modulation

doped structures. This is applicable to the design and manu-

facture of future quantum circuits which may require large

numbers of identical quantum dots for qubit arrays. These re-

sults are also useful for fabricating reproducible hole devices

for studying the rich spin physics of hole systems.
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